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Special points
of interest:


Don’t forget to sign
up for the 2013
Energy Harvesting
Workshop, July 1418 in Hannover,
Germany!



We will be updating
our website shortly
to reflect our current
equipment capabilities.



IAB meeting to be
held on Jan 30—31,
2013.

As energy production and consumption has surged to the forefront of political and economic
conversation, the field of Wind
Energy, in particular, has become a
paramount topic of discussion. As
of 2011, the United States was the
second-leading country for wind
power generation.1 According to
The American Wind Energy Association, today the “U.S. wind power capacity represents more than
20% of the world’s installed wind
power”.2 In the past 5 years, the
generating capacity of wind power

has increased more than 35%,
making the total wind capacity as
of September: 51,630MW.2
With such a substantial increase in
volume, wind power has become a
lucrative market for manufacturing
within the United States. Turbines,
towers and blades, as well as other
components, have become the
main product output for over 470
facilities across the U.S. With a
widening consumer base, as well
as an increasing number of
off-shore projects, wind energy research and manufactur-

ing can look forward to an affluent
future.
1

http://www.thewindpower.net/

index_statistics_en.php
2

http://www.awea.org/learnabout/

industry_stats/index.cfm

Picture courtesy of:
http://www.awea.org/suite/suite.cfm?
CFID=257833661&CFTOKEN=82966016&jsessi
onid=78304e2e8ad77ca97b1c367b340173d45
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Technical Article: Textured Piezoelectrics
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In the past few years, researchers
at CEHMS have made significant
breakthroughs in the development
of textured or “grain-oriented”
polycrystalline ceramics.1,2 Texturing implies that all the grains in the
sintered material are oriented
along the certain crystallographic
direction. Figure 1(a-c) provides
the schematic description of the
single crystal, polycrystalline ceramic and grain oriented ceramic.
Single crystal is just one grain and
polycrystal consists of many
grains. In case of polycrystalline
materials, the dipoles within the
grains are oriented randomly. Even
after application of high electric
field (poling process), not all the
dipoles get aligned with the field
direction. Thus, the electromechanical properties are averaged
out at the macroscale. On the other
hand, in single crystals and tex-

tured materials, the dipoles are
aligned along the specific crystallographic direction. Thus, on application of high electric field it is
possible to achieve much improved degree of alignment with
the field direction. This results in
higher response.
Piezoelectric materials are generally synthesized with compositions
in the vicinity of morphotropic
phase boundary (MPB). At MPB,
dielectric and electromechanical
properties
are
known to exhibit
maximum.
The
origin of high
performance
in
compositions near
to MPB has been
generally attributed to an electrically induced phase
transition. Specifically, in the case

of <001> oriented rhombohedral
crystals, the improvement in the
electromechanical response is
related to “engineered domain
state” that facilitate the rotation of
<111> polarization (<111>: pseudocubic <111> directions of spontaneous polarization in rhombohedral perovskite) toward the <001>
direction (<001>: pseudocubic
<001> directions in rhombohedral
perovskite, Figure 1(d))…..

Figure 1. Schematic representation of textured ceramics.
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Technical Article Cont.: Textured Piezoelectrics
The performance
of piezoelectric materials for
mechanical to electrical conversion is generally characterized
by piezoelectric coefficient d
(piezoelectric charge or strain
coefficient) determining how
much output charge (or strain)
can be generated when the input
mechanical stress (or electric
field) is applied on to it; and
piezoelectric voltage coefficient
g that determines the magnitude
of generated electric field in
response to applied mechanical
stress. The primary factor for the
selection of piezoelectric materials for vibration energy harvesting application is the transduction rate whose magnitude is
governed by the product of
d and g coefficient, since
energy density (e) in offresonance condition for
piezoelectric is defined as:

to random ceramic, textured
ceramic exhibited much higher
strain value (0.24% at 20 kV cm1
) (Figure 2(c)) which is highly
useful for the actuator applications. High g33 of textured ceramic was obtained by improving d33 and suppressing the permittivity. The optimized textured
material exhibited a giant transduction coefficient of 59180 ×
10-15 m2 N-1 which is 9 times
higher than that of random ceramic and even higher than single crystal value. Figure 2(d)
shows that there was 3.4 times
improvement in the magnitude
of magnetoelectric coefficient by
utilizing the textured plate.
Figure 3 schematically depicts

starts to dominate the sintering
process and drives the enhancement in texturing degree.
Recently, the environmental
restrictions in many parts of the
world are demanding the elimination of lead from all consumer
electronics. This has prompted
global investigations on finding
lead – free piezoelectric compositions with high electromechanical coupling. The dopant
engineering has been widely
used to improve functional
response of piezoelectric materials due to simplicity and costeffective large scale production
process. For example, in PZT
(lead-based piezoelectric system)
the piezoelectric coefficient (d33)
can be easily tuned in
the range of ~250-600
pC/N by using various
dopants (acceptor / donor). Thus, dopant engineering has attracted the
attention of researchers
,
to enhance the piezoewhere F is the applied
lectric response in leadforce and A is the area of
free piezoelectric sysactive piezoelectric materitems. Variety of dopants
al.
for improving the piezoWe have successfully synelectric response of (1thesized highly textured
x)(Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3)piezoelectric
materials
xBaTiO3 (NBT-BT)
with significantly large
(d·g) product magnitude. Figure 2. (a) Comparison of g33 and d33 values of various piezoelec- have been pursued,
ceramics. Different colored lines (i), (ii) and (iii) indicate the however,
most of
As seen in Fig. 1(a), the tric
plots of g33·d33 = c function; (i) c = 16500 ×10-15 m2 N-1, (ii) c =
d33·g33 values of com- 30000 ×10-15 m2 N-1 and (iii) c = 50000 ×10-15 m2 N-1. (b) Compari- these prior efforts
mercialized piezoelectric son of d33(T)/d33(R) ratio vs. d33(T) of various textured piezoelectric have shown limited
ceramics are confined ceramics. The d33(T) and d33(R) represent d33 of textured ceramic and success (Figure 4(a)).
that of randomly oriented counterpart respectively. BNT and KNN
below 16500 ×10-15 m2 represent (Bi1-xNax)TiO3 and (K1-xNax)NbO3 compositions respec- Figures 4(a) and (b)
-1
N . While a giant mag- tively. (c) Strain vs. electric field curves of randomly oriented ce- clearly reveal the adnitude of d·g coefficient ramic (R-ceramic), <001> textured ceramic (T-ceramic) and vantage of texturing
single crystal (S-crystal); (d) Magentoelectric (ME) voltage over dopant engineerwith value of 59000 × 10 <001>
coefficients (αME) of random and textured PMN-PZT ceramics.
-15
ing in achieving high
m2 N-1 (comparable to
piezoelectric response
that of the single crystal
counterpart and 359% higher the process that was used for in lead-free NBT-BT system
than that of the best commercial synthesizing the textured piezoe- (with 7% BT) near MPB compocompositions) was obtained in lectric materials. In this process, sition. Randomly oriented ceour textured piezoelectric mate- template crystals are aligned in ramics NBT-BT were found to
rials. Textured ceramic exhibited ceramic matrix powder by tape- possess d33 of 160 pC/N which
giant d33 of 1100 pC N-1 which is casting process. During the high increased to ~322 pC/N for 92%
4.8 times higher than that of temperature sintering/heat treat- textured specimens. The value of
random ceramic (230 pC N-1). ment process, the powder com- d33 for textured specimens was
This increasing ratio of d33 value pact (having template crystals) found to be almost comparable
was much higher than that of the undergoes fast densification. to that of the single crystal value
other textured piezoelectric ce- After a specific density level has of NBT-based systems of similar
and
PZT
ramics (usually less than 2.5) as been achieved, the nucleation composition
shown in Figure. 2(b). Compared and growth of matrix crystals on (Ferroperm) ceramics. These
the aligned template crystals results clearly indicate the supe-

Figure 3. Schematic of texturing process.

Figure 4. (a) d33 versus various dopants. (b) d33
versus Lotgering factor (degree of texturing).

rior functional response of textured
NBT-BT lead-free piezoelectric. In
the texturing processes, the epitaxial
growth occurs on the template seeds
which are aligned in the casting direction in the matrix powder. The
best suitable template for texturing
any ceramics would be seed template
of same material. Therefore, we
synthesized anisotropic shaped NBT
crystallites and used as seed template
for the epitaxial growth of textured
grains (Fig. 5(a)). The magnified
view of the interface is shown in Fig.
5(b). A close inspection of the interface indicates the presence of a coherent interface between the seed
and textured grain. A coherent interface without defects can be attributed to the small lattice mismatch between the NBT template and the
textured NBT-BT grain, which is an
important factor towards obtaining
superior functionality. This result
further highlights the advantage of
our processing technique. The piezoresponse force microscopy of
textured specimen exhibits smaller
size domains as compared to its randomly oriented counterpart (Figs. 5
(c) and (d)). Also, the domains in
textured specimen are more ordered
and homogeneous. These phenomena support
high piezoelectric
response in
textured
specimen.
Figure 5. Synthesized anisotropic shaped
NBT crystallites
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Laboratory Highlight: ADSEL
Advanced Devices & Sustainable Energy Laboratory
(http://adsel.ece.vt.edu) at Virginia Tech is working on diverse
compound semiconductors (IIIV), Ge based materials and device architectures heterogeneously integrated on silicon (Si)
substrate for energy efficient
quantum and nanoelectronics, as
well sustainable energy applications.
Our
state-of-the-art
in-situ
growth capability utilizing separate molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) chambers for III-V and
Ge materials, connected via ultra
-high vacuum transfer chamber,
enables us to grow superior heterointerfaces of heterojunction

and quantum well devices
through precise atomic level
growth control and avoid crosscontamination of sources, as
well as precisely control the IIIV/Ge heterostructure interfaces
for realization of sharp tunnel
junction.
The ADSEL group has recently
modeled the performance of
lattice-mismatched III-V multijunction solar cells efficiency
of >35% in dual junction InGaP/
GaAs and predicted the cell
efficiency of >40% using triple
junction
InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs
cell configuration on Si by finite
element analysis. Detailed simulation model can allow optimizing and better designing of solar
cells on Si and thus lead to sav-

ing of significant resources
in terms of human hours and
experimental facilities needed for research and development.
With continued scaling of Si
CMOS technology, high
mobility III-V and Ge channel materials and novel device architectures, configura- ADSEL cluster MBE tool, where Prof. Mantu Hudait
tions are needed for transis- and his students are developing on heterogeneous
tor miniaturization and to integration of III-V and Ge quantum well field effect
enhance transistor perfor- transistors processing systems and diverse materials
mance. The ADSEL group is
vice structures on a common buffactively working on these
er template on Si, supported by
devices and addressing the
industry as well as The National
material and growth challenges Science Foundation.
to achieve lower defect density
to produce scalable, predictable,
and reproducible nanoscale de-

International Relations: Leibniz Universität Hannover
Founded in 1831, the Gottfried department that has procured
Wilhelm Leibniz Universität more external funding than any
Hannover (Leibniz Universität other discipline at the UniversiHannover) began as a humble ty4. These external funds are
vocational institution. With a generated from the department’s
roster of 64, scholar Karl Kar- extensive work with industrial
marsch began teaching local affiliates, which gives both stustudents “Higher Trade”1 and it
was not long before the modest
school, with its high standards,
paramount knowledge and
enticing campus, began growing in popularity. Today, more
than 22,000 students dedicate
themselves to “Shaping the
future with Knowledge”, a
motto aptly applied to the University that prides itself in
of: http://www.hannover.de/en/Welcome-tobeing both the largest and Courtesy
Hannover/Science-Education/Hannover-Science-Initiative/
oldest Science and Technolo- Universities-in-Hannover/Leibniz-University-Hannover
gy University in Germany2.
dents and faculty a significant
opportunity for both academic
As “one of the largest higher
and professional development.
education institutions in Lower
Saxony”3, Leibniz Universität One of the many enticing aspects
boasts a notable nine faculties. of Leibniz Universität, and perOne such specialty is the Faculty haps one of the reasons an imof Mechanical Engineering, a pressive 14% of their student

body travel to Hannover from
foreign nations, is their dedication to interdisciplinary cooperation. Their unique structural
format,
deemed
their
“Interdisciplinary Priority Programmes”5, is comprised of a
three-stage system (Initiatives,
Centres, and Schools) that
provides organization and
healthy competition in a vast
amount of research areas.

“Today, more than
22,000 students
dedicate themselves to
‘Shaping the future
with Knowledge’”

Within this research hierarchy,
these interdisciplinary teams
are able to join together to
conduct comprehensive and
pervasive work that will have a
profound impact and, indeed,
shape the future.
1

http://www.uni-hannover.de/en/
index.php

2

http://www.uni-hannover.de/en/
index.php

3

http://www.uni-hannover.de/en/
index.php
4

http://www.uni-hannover.de/en/
index.php

Beautiful Leibniz
Universität Hannover,
Hannover, Germany
http://www.uni-hannover.de/
en/index.php
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Student Profile: Su Chul Yang
Su Chul Yang came to Virginia Tech for his
Doctoral study in 2008. Receiving his Ph.D. in
December, Dr. Yang’s concentration was on
developing “piezoelectric-based magnetoelectric composites for sensing and energy harvesting applications”. With a bright future as a
senior researcher for Samsung Electronics, Dr.
Yang attributes many of his successes to his

affiliation with CEHMS: “My research experience in CEHMS [was] very helpful… [as] the
experience in actual development will be useful during future work in industry and in further research”.

Outreach Activity: REU
Understanding the importance of expanding a passion for knowledge and
promoting energy efficiency as a whole,
CEHMS has set a goal for itself: to
reach out to the community to promote
energy research.
With the help of NSF REU and REV
(Research Experience for Students and
Veterans, respectively) grants, the summer of 2012 saw Virginia Tech able to
fund two individuals on an energy harvesting project. Working on ways to
produce a cost-effective floor tile that
would convert the mechanical energy of
a footstep into electrical energy, Jeff
Cotter and Rob Culbertson collaborated
extensively through reading research

Erin Singleton
310 Durham Hall
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Phone: (540) 231-8355
Email: els027@vt.edu

papers, brainstorming and talking with
center experts to help develop the project.
As a result of these collective efforts, Jeff
is hoping to co-author a published paper
on a PZT packaging device he helped
develop through this program. Upon his
graduation from Virginia Tech, Jeff looks
forward to using his experience this past
summer to acquire an industry-related job
in order to gain real-world work experience before gaining a Master’s and Ph.D.
For future REU participants, he would
suggest “diving into the project as soon
as possible, talk[ing] to mentors or experts about the problem and potential
solutions. You are not expected to know
everything, and learning from other peo-

Prototype of the Tile Energy Harvester

ple’s experiences is the best way to start
navigating the issues you are facing”.

We’re on the web!
www.sites.me.vt.edu/cehms/

Renata Freindorf

Dr. Jens Twiefel

University of Texas at Dallas
Richardson, TX
Phone: (972) 883-2915
Email: renata.freindorf@utdallas.edu

Leibniz Universität Hannover
Hannover, Germany
Phone: +49 (511) 765-4167
Email: twiefel@ids.uni-hannover.de
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